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Once, I was sitting on the steps by the gate of David’s Tower. I had placed my two
baskets at my side. A group of tourists was standing around their guide and I became
their focal point.
“You see that man with the baskets? Just to the right of his head there’s an arch
from the Roman period—just to the right of his head.”
“But he’s moving! He’s moving!” I said to myself.
	Redemption will only come when their guide tells them:
“You see that arch from the Roman period? It’s not important! But next to it sits a
man who’s brought fruit and vegetables for his family.”
—Yehuda Amichai1

Political Asymmetry and the Practice of Imagining Symmetry
Conflating iconic and mundane time and space, the late Israeli-Jerusalemite poet
Yehuda Amichai offers a definition of redemption as the coming of humane values and situated understandings, paying attention to the everyday acts of people
who shop in Jerusalem’s markets, take food home to their families, and pause to
catch their breaths against a Roman pillar along the way. Smithsonian Folklife
Festival curators, always relying on local researchers, identify contemporary
storytellers like Amichai who live and work within the tension of ancient longings and political leanings. In documenting stories and acting as tour guides of
otherness, we ethnographers acquire memories of our own. Our remembering
and retelling might conflict with our subjects’ experiences and, with time, might
conflict with our own shifting understandings and re-embroidered memories.
Participating in this kind of redemption in a conflict zone like Jerusalem, our
enterprise (part curatorial—barely ethnography) becomes a collecting and juxtaposing of narratives and counter-narratives designed to configure contested
and evolving claims.
This essay focuses on the conception and the rebirth of a Smithsonian Folklife
Festival program that never happened. The story begins in the spring of 1992 as
the exploratory research phase for a Jerusalem program, originally conceived
as a major program for the 1993 Festival. In 1994, the Jerusalem program was
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“indefinitely postponed.” “Living Jerusalem”—an ongoing post-Smithsonian
engagement involving some of the original researchers—is now over twentythree years old.
Jerusalem has transformed over the past two decades. There is another person resting with grocery baskets against the Roman arch, and our curatorial/
ethnographic gaze and technological tools have changed. The Jewish Israeli
citizens of West Jerusalem have witnessed a building frenzy, while the Palestinian residents of occupied East Jerusalem are denied construction permits
and have lost homes to increasing demolitions and evictions. At this writing,
Israeli settlers occupy many neighborhoods in East Jerusalem, and the journey
from Ramallah, Palestine, to Jerusalem requires passage through the Qalandia
checkpoint. Unattainable entrance permits make meetings in Jerusalem with
our Ramallah-based colleagues all the more challenging. Still, despite continued military and diplomatic alliances, the official United States position states
that East Jerusalem is an occupied city, baskets remain heavy, and the Roman
Arch persists.
In the narration that follows, I lay bare my evolving subjectivities. I have been
writing and rewriting this essay for two decades, cropping segments into neat
twenty-minute PowerPoints for academic and activist presentations. I remain
certain that I will never get it quite right—baskets in hand, I will always be
catching my breath against a Roman arch. By now, multiple voices—of colleagues, students, activists, officials, and detractors—are embedded in this text.
The first section of the essay covers 1992 to 1994, when work towards a Festival program took place. The second part of this essay covers the rebirth of the
Jerusalem program from 1994 to the present. With the “postponement” of the
Jerusalem Festival program, Israeli and Palestinian researchers and I reconfigured our efforts outside the Smithsonian.
The question at the center of this essay is whether we can share Jerusalem.
The essay narrates attempts to equalize the political asymmetry that exists in
the context of Israeli occupation of Palestinian Jerusalem. Over the course of
two decades, we rehearse sharing symmetrical space, and the question then
is, can erasure of asymmetry avoid the gloss that normalizes and therefore
obscures the realities of everyday life, abstracting the tragic and unequal lived
realities?
The objectives that drive this essay are to allow my own voice and the
voices of my colleagues and students to ring true and to be intentionally
inconclusive. We are not the parties most critical to resolving the intractable
conflict over Jerusalem; rather, we are some of the many voices speaking out
for justice and casting the net of our scholarly critique so that we, too, are
subject to scrutiny.
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Part I. The Jerusalem Program at the Smithsonian, 1992–94
The Smithsonian Voice: Ambiguity as Strategy and Stranglehold

In the spring of 1992, the Smithsonian’s Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage (CFCH) initiated the Jerusalem program, which was then reshaped and
operationalized in Jerusalem by some forty Palestinian and Israeli researchers
with dozens of culture bearers. Our goal was to practice an abbreviated ethnography of contemporary cultural traditions in Jerusalem that fully acknowledged
the conflict in which these traditions were created and enacted. At the time,
there was no shortage of literature focusing on Jerusalem’s ancient Hebrew,
Muslim, and Christian traditions—each text claiming the Holy City. Less attention focused on traditions practiced in contemporary Jerusalem, partly because
vying parties in the conflict either strategically privilege earlier eras, or imagine
a future Jerusalem in their own terms.
Because Jerusalem is disputed,2 our ethnography developed counter-representations and displayed the contested chronologies that undergirded the
ideologies of contending national, ethnic, and religious communities. We also
documented some commonalities that are often either overstressed by the optimistic, or avoided by parties holding out for higher stakes. And not surprisingly,
the Jerusalem program’s focus sometimes was threatened by romanticization,
orientalization, a longing for a past or a future (anything but today), the intense
pull of ancient stone that plays loudly even among those willing to commit to
multivocal perspectives. The Jerusalem program was also an unusual opportunity for ethnographers, artists, and activists to reflect on their crafts and create a
multilogical, aesthetic whole from contrasting parts.
The Genesis and History of the Jerusalem Program

In July 1991, then Jerusalem City Council member Ornan Yekutieli, in Washington, DC, as part of the United States International Visitors Program,
chanced upon the Knowledge and Power: Land in Native American Cultures
program (Cadaval 1991, 76–80) at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival. Yekutieli,
then a member of the left-wing Meretz party, was particularly impressed with
how land was seen, used, and respected by native communities, and he marveled at how they successfully marked their territories at the Festival on the
National Mall and presented their stories to one another and to the public. At
a time when the intifada was still a daily reality in Jerusalem and the “PLO”
was not a sanctioned acronym in the mainstream Israeli lexicon, he held an
impromptu meeting with CFCH and Festival directors and offered compelling
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reasons for attempting the impossible: presenting the peoples of Jerusalem at
the Folklife Festival.
Yekutieli’s proposal was daunting. A Jerusalem program would require
acknowledgement of the conflicting national, cultural, and religious identities
of traditional practitioners who create there. The sociopolitical context could
not be glossed over in representing the city on the National Mall. Folklore foregrounds people who speak for themselves, voicing the contentious truths of
daily life, rather than official policies and idealized misrepresentations of reality.
In April of 1992, CFCH hired me to explore whether a Jerusalem program
was feasible. I was on my way to a fellowship-supported doctoral fieldwork year
in Israel, and the opportunity to document contemporary cultural traditions in
Jerusalem and grapple with the political issues involved was too exciting to pass
up. I deferred my fellowship and accepted the challenge.
New to the Festival, I was learning on the job. Officially I represented the
Smithsonian Institution during a historically complex and hopeful moment of
the peace process. But my exploratory and then curatorial roles for the Smithsonian (the United States’ quasi-cultural ministry in the absence of one) were
ambiguous. In Jerusalem, however, the ambiguity of my curatorial position was
overshadowed by relationships that pre-dated this new undertaking. For some, I
was known as an anti-Israeli occupation activist—a doctoral fieldworker studying the music of Israeli Jews from Islamic countries—or as a Pacifica radio
producer of a Palestinian-Israeli arts series, Side By Side: Creators on Restless
Soil. Reconciling these positions retrospectively is less a finished product than a
series of rough sketches.
My proposed methodological premise was the establishment of two parallel, cooperative, self-determined research teams, one Palestinian and one Israeli,
whose leadership would—in conjunction with me as curator and CFCH staff
more seasoned in the workings of the Festival—design a research process and
Festival program. CFCH’s agreement to this structure was crucial; it acknowledged the asymmetrical national struggle in Jerusalem and gave the necessary
assurance to insider researchers who would interview cultural practitioners all
too familiar with having their traditions exploited and misappropriated by outsider agendas.
James Clifford and George Marcus observe, “Insiders studying their own cultures offer new angles of vision and depths of understanding. Their accounts
are empowered and restricted in unique ways” (1986, 9). The Smithsonian’s
outsider voice—not only mine, but that of senior Festival staff—might, at best,
challenge restricted accounts without negating insider understandings that
lie at the heart of the undertaking. Ours would be ethnography of ethnography—mutual observation of the cultural traditions under study and also of one
another—that would enliven and deepen analytic perspective. At the same time,
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the Smithsonian presence would further complicate the already existing IsraeliPalestinian power imbalance by virtue of the US institution’s quasi-governmental stature and its role as Festival producer. Moreover, since CFCH’s intended
goal was a highly visible presentation on Washington’s National Mall, accessible
to one million attendees, we had to anticipate scrutiny from both predictable
and unknown quarters.
The Jerusalem program’s feasibility hinged first on whether we could design
a framework that satisfied the official Israeli unified-Jerusalem position, Palestinian aspirations for a future capital in East Jerusalem,3 and Smithsonian concerns over backlash from congressional and private funders if the institution’s
cultural mission was perceived as influenced by Arab political interests. We had
to recognize at the outset the existence of contentious national claims to the
city, while centering our efforts on the cultural traditions practiced under these
conditions. To summarize these preliminary questions:
1. Would Israeli officials allow—or at least not prevent—a project whose
operating context was the establishment of two self-determined,
parallel, and distinct research teams, one Palestinian and one Israeli,
functioning under Smithsonian auspices?
2. Would Palestinian officials allow—or at least not prevent—a project
requiring acknowledgement and even cooperation with the Israeli
Jerusalem city council?
3. Would Smithsonian, congressional, and State Department officials
allow—or at least not prevent—a potentially evocative if not provocative Festival program on what might be called the sacred ground that
is our National Mall, where we inaugurate our presidents and explode
fireworks on our Independence Day?
Armed with CFCH’s approval of a self-determined, cooperative framework
that allowed for Israeli-Palestinian autonomy and engagement—and in the
process of accumulating (but not yet having secured) the necessary tacit nods
from appropriate US, Palestinian, and Israeli officials—my first task in Jerusalem in the spring of 1992 was to identify local research directors willing to
build and coordinate the parallel Palestinian and Israeli fieldwork teams. It is
no accident that the right men for the job were women. Jerusalem and neighboring Ramallah were home to Israeli and Palestinian women’s organizations
that had succeeded over many years in building sustainable coalitions.4 While
men dominate official political channels, women’s groups working back channels built the grassroots infrastructure that supported efforts to act on shared
issues such as health, education, an end to Israeli occupation of the West Bank,
and prisoner rights.
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The program team during fieldwork in 1992: (left to right) Israeli research director Galit HasanRokem, Palestinian research director Suad Amiry, and Jerusalem program curator Amy Horowitz.
Photo by Fredie Rokem, used with permission from the photographer.

The two internationally distinguished research directors—Israeli folklorist
scholar, poet, and activist Dr. Galit Hasan-Rokem, and Dr. Suad Amiry, Palestinian scholar of vernacular architecture, member of the Washington-track
negotiation team, and activist5—were veterans of women’s peace and justice
movements. What better duo than a folklorist and a vernacular architect to
develop the content and physical design of the Jerusalem program’s Festival
site? Ours was an unprecedented opportunity to document and present contemporary practitioners of tradition, working in a fraught and occupied city,
whose lives were often trivialized by media sound bites.
In initiating the Jerusalem program and identifying and contracting with
local research directors and teams—while simultaneously contacting appropriate municipal and state officials—we inadvertently made a successful tactical
move. In reality, this simultaneity was a function of our tight deadline rather
than savvy political maneuvering. We had less than one year in which to complete our fieldwork and implement a program that would feature one hundred
Israeli and Palestinian Jerusalemite cultural practitioners in Washington. By
the time CFCH leaders met with government officials, their discussions were
based not on abstract propositions but on a work in progress on the ground in
Jerusalem.
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A detailed account of the ensuing negotiation processes lies outside the scope
of this essay, and such responsibilities were beyond my curatorial authority. In
summary, meetings were held with Israeli Ambassador Itamar Rabinovich, US
Congressman Sid Yates, Smithsonian Secretary Robert McCormick Adams,
Smithsonian Assistant Secretary James Early,6 Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek,
and his unofficial Palestinian equivalent, Faisal Husseini, as well as numerous
State Department, Israeli Foreign Ministry, and PLO officials. The outcome
was—if not explicit approval—a tacit nod or turn of the head. In fact, Secretary
Adams, in a memo to CFCH director Richard Kurin, giving him the green light
to “proceed with the fieldwork review,” noted that Israeli embassy officials found
“the prospect of Jerusalem on the Mall at the Folklife Festival both intriguing
and potentially quite exciting.”7 Ultimately it was Adams’s private meeting with
Rabinovich that may have resulted in our approval to move forward.8
Our research took place during the Washington track of the Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations. Suad Amiry served simultaneously as research director for the Jerusalem program and as Palestinian negotiator in Washington
(1991–93), and Salim Tamari was on the refugee committee of the multilateral
Madrid track, while simultaneously serving as a senior member of the Palestinian research team.9 Their frequent trips to Washington at the beginning of
the research design allowed for meetings with CFCH leaders at the Smithsonian. They also afforded me the opportunity to meet members of the Palestinian
negotiating team and discuss the project in Washington. As the Jerusalem program shadowed the political process, it became difficult to guard against rising
hopes that our efforts to represent Israeli and Palestinian Jerusalems equally on
the National Mall might assist in the negotiations in some way.
Research Parameters: Binding Jerusalem’s Space, Time, and Objects

As I look back over the challenges that Amiry, Hasan-Rokem, and I faced in
designing and carrying out a research protocol that could survive in the context
of Jerusalem in 1992–94, I am convinced that some combination of tenacity
and naïveté kept us afloat through endless setbacks, such as Palestinian house
demolitions and deportations and Israeli bus explosions. As the work unfolded,
so did a necessary logic of ethnography in disputed and occupied territories:
1. Ethnography states the problem of counter-representation and undertakes the collaborative construction of at times opposed frameworks of
time, care, and value.
2. Ethnography articulates the development and use of these conflicting
frameworks in their cultural contexts.
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3. Ethnography acknowledges the limits of the kind of cultural dialogue (or
addressivity) (Emerson and Morson 1990, 131)10 its processes and products entail. Our research, for instance, involved not only Israeli and
Palestinian partners enmeshed in an ongoing relationship as occupier
and occupied, but also a US partner whose role complicated the asymmetry and ambiguity.
Since the Jerusalem program would grow from the abbreviated ethnography
of contemporary practices in the city, we needed first to establish parameters
that could guide and limit the research process. The first step was to find an
acceptable—if not ideal—location from which to operate. It was in the process of
relocating to Jerusalem and setting up our first meetings that I was reminded of
the dearth of neutral ground, neighborhoods, and institutions in which to base
the research. Ironically, a majestic five-star hotel, the American Colony, located
in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood of Palestinian East Jerusalem, became home
for a folklife project. Palestinians and Israelis (often in the company of international diplomats and journalists) were accustomed to meeting within the gates
of this former palace, which became the center for a US Christian community
in the 1880s (Geniesse 2008).
In the American Colony courtyard, Amiry, Hasan-Rokem, and I conceived
our research design. I also held meetings separately with Hasan-Rokem and
senior members of her research team—Tamar Alexander, Hagar Salomon, Shalom Sabar, and Ruth Fried—and with Amiry, along with parallel senior members Salim Tamari, Albert Aghzarian, Nazmi al-Jubeh, and Vera Tamari. Rather
than impose a synthetic, top-heavy frame on the fieldwork, we welcomed the
unfolding of conflicting facts on the ground. We chose to interweave genres,
themes, and communities, understanding that categories always overlap. Our
scope included holiday and seasonal-cycle celebrations, ethnic and religious
groups, neighborhood sites and homes. Thus, Muslim and Arab Jewish wedding
celebrations might yield henna ceremonies,11 while a European Jewish wedding
might feature a ketubah calligrapher, and mensaf might be served at a Palestinian wedding.12 Foodways, rituals involving candles, seasonal games, and songs
associated with Ramadan, Hanukkah, and Easter could help Festival attendees
understand holiday celebrations, as well as how Jerusalemites cook, play, and
sing. Holy Fire candle makers refocused the spectacle of this celebration on the
people whose hard work behind the scenes makes the intense explosion of light
possible.13 Ethnic groups throughout the city could share their healing practices,
stories, jokes, and lullabies. Representation of iconic sites such as the Dome of
the Rock, the Holy Sepulchre, and the Western Wall would highlight the craftspeople whose artistry is enlisted in restoring these monuments. Daily neighborhood rhythms, houses, streets, synagogues, mosques, churches, coffeehouses,
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markets, corner bakeries, and courtyards would center the research effort. In an
effort to privilege the “practices of everyday life” (Certeau 1984), we acknowledged individual creators as located in particular community contexts.
In Jerusalem, boundaries were a central problem. Even scholarly attention to generic boundaries is controversial.14 Traditional genres are constantly
innovating, morphing into new configurations of folk, popular, and classical
forms. Jerusalem is a site of pilgrimage and of political graffiti and peddling.
Neighborhood football teams, scout groups, and youth movements are central
to both Israeli and Palestinian communities. The Palestinian theater company
El-Hakawate (“storyteller”) drew from traditional stories to create plays such as
The 1,001 Nights of a Stone Thrower, performed at playgrounds in refugee camps
(Shinar 1987; Slyomovics 1991).15 Palestinian musicians who perform at Muslim weddings render classical Arabic music by Egyptian composer Mohammed
Abdel Wahab in vernacular form.16 Israeli folk dance recomposed from indigenous Palestinian and Arab Jewish traditions, as well as from Ottoman-influenced Eastern European forms, takes on multiple meanings when performed at
a state function or at a Kurdish, Hasidic, or Yemenite wedding.17
The issue of temporal boundaries was no easier. How should we define the
boundaries of “contemporary culture”—twenty, fifty, or one hundred years?
Temporal restrictions become politically charged because of demographic
changes. Jewish, Muslim, and Christian migration in the last century had a profound impact on local cultural traditions. Music, crafts, and dance transform
with each new political upheaval, war, or movement—1948, 1967, 1973, Lebanon,
the first and second intifada, and mass immigrations of Ethiopian and Russian
Jews.18 Where could we draw the line between “living” traditions, revivals, and
cross-revivals (e.g., European-Israeli darbukka and Palestinian conga players)?
What about recently disappeared traditions, such as Coptic tattooing or Sufi
performances during Ramadan?19
The most heavily charged boundary issue was spatial. In Jerusalem, mapping the city limits is more than a struggle between rural and urban domains
and the tendency to privilege the more “colorful” traditions of neighboring villages and towns. In cultural terms, tightly defined spatial boundaries disrupt the
natural interaction between city and village traditions so central to Palestinian
life. Are Beit Sahour and Hizma neighborhoods of Jerusalem, or do they retain
their distinct identities as villages? If the latter is correct, then the rababa and
yarghoul traditions that accompany zajal storytelling are beyond the bounds
of an ethnographic study of Jerusalem. Hebron carpets and Yemenite jewelry
from the Negev are sold in Jerusalem’s marketplaces and can be seen as cultural
mediators between village and city. Richly embroidered, colorful Palestinian
dresses are native to the neighboring villages but not to Jerusalem, where Palestinian clothing follows urban, cosmopolitan styles. Nevertheless, village women
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wearing their traditional handmade dresses work, shop, and visit relatives in
Jerusalem. An inclusive spatial definition of Jerusalem had a cultural rationale
but was politically charged, as Israel expanded the boundaries of Jerusalem to
include new Jewish settlements in the Palestinian West Bank.
The boundary between Jerusalem and surrounding suburban and rural
regions was problematic from the outset. Would a visit to Rachel’s Tomb, on
the road connecting Jerusalem and Bethlehem, be considered a Jerusalem
pilgrimage? What about musicians who perform weekly in Jerusalem, but live
near Tel Aviv or Hebron? How do we account for the Old City Jewish quarter
in Palestinian East Jerusalem, and the Palestinian neighborhoods Beit Safafa
and Abu Tor, located in Israeli West Jerusalem? Adding to the complexity of
neatly dividing the city along national lines, Ethiopian, Malachite, and Muscovite churches occupy territory in both East and West Jerusalem, transgressing Israeli-Palestinian boundaries but belonging to neither. Edward Said put
our attempt at neat delineations in perspective when he offered to write about
his childhood home in the Katamon neighborhood of (now) Jewish Israeli
West Jerusalem.
In hindsight, our struggle over boundaries between urban and rural life
seems naïve. Today, the separation barrier looms large. The ten-minute drive to
Amiry and Tamari’s home in Ramallah can now take up to four hours, depending on traffic at the Qalandia checkpoint; Rachel’s Tomb is encased in a towering concrete maze; and Beit Sahour, Beit Jala,20 Bethlehem, and Abu Dis are
severed from the city on the other side of the separation barrier. Said’s challenge
to our East-West Jerusalem divide in the form of his childhood recollections of
West Jerusalem’s Katamon was prophetic.
But this is the story of the early 1990s, when the intention of our research
design was cultural juxtaposition and fragmentation, which, we believed, would
grow into a multivocal mapping of Jerusalem’s living traditions. Such a premise
would leave synthesizing to Smithsonian Festival visitors and create both problems and opportunities in the research process. In a contested/occupied city, to
give up categorical control to the process of discovery is itself a contentious act.
In fact, Albert Aghazarian proposed that we include spontaneous Palestinian
strikes as expressive outbursts of local culture.
With the spatial, temporal, thematic, and generic categories of our research
plan loosely identified, the parallel Israeli and Palestinian teams began documenting the arts, work skills, tales, memories, and future longings of craftspeople, cooks, storytellers, musicians, healers, artisans, and religious specialists.
Under Amiry and Hasan-Rokem’s leadership, the researchers participated in
holiday celebrations and watched local sporting events. They recorded the
sounds and stories of peddlers and merchants in the outdoor marketplaces and
cantors and sheiks in neighborhood synagogues and mosques. They gathered
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Members of Kurdish Jewish folk ensemble Sheva Ahayot (Seven
Sisters) meet with Festival researcher Itai Rosenbluth. They explain
that they always wear keffiyehs (traditional scarf/headdress) back
home in Iraqi Kurdistan and continue to do so in Jerusalem. The
group was scheduled to travel to Washington in 1993. Photo by and
courtesy of Reuven Namdar.

recipes and lullabies. They followed bus lines, demonstration lines, punch lines,
and headlines.
The researchers charted a delicate path. Their task was to produce a body of
research that could be translated into a representation accessible to a diverse DC
audience without trivializing Jerusalem. The complexly layered cultural expressions they found testified to the fact that, despite the accumulation of myth
and the tensions of political conflict resulting from the protracted Israeli occupation, on an ethnographic level Jerusalem is like many heterogeneous urban
environments in which people create an artistic dialogue between traditional
and contemporary repertoires. Unlikely combinations of aesthetics and cultural
ideas were brought together by “modern” technologies like cassette recorders,
faxes, and microwave ovens. The result is folklore in motion, like the traditional
Hebrew prayer vocalized in top forty-style Greek melody that Persian Jerusalemite cantor Ezra Barnea learned from a recording of Yemenite Israeli singer
Avihu Medina.21 Cassette tapes of famous Qur’an recitations that are amplified
from local minarets replace the live call to prayer, and Armenians’ folk poetry
recounting their national massacre features Western rock beats and synthesized
string sections. The result is culture contact: French croissants are laced with
the spice mixture za’atar and sold on Salahadin Street, and Polish gefilte fish
shows up next to Iraqi kubeh dumplings at a Kurdish Jewish bar mitzvah. Cultural identity is often a repertoire of shifting centers of gravity that ebb and flow
according to contextual need (Reyes-Schramm 1979, 1).
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In Jerusalem, culture is not only a reflector and activator of the human landscape. Simple cultural acts underscore geographical and political territory. Jerusalem is a city of laundry flapping in the street, and a quick glance at the items
waving from an individual laundry line can mark secular and observant Israeli
and Palestinian neighborhoods. By organizing laundry in a red, green, black,
and white pattern, one achieves the visual patterns of a Palestinian flag, which,
although banned during the course of our research effort, could be seen hanging to dry from many balconies. A kite can simulate a banned national flag, and
even scoops of ice cream can reflect national tastes—by ordering a pistachio,
licorice, strawberry, and vanilla ice cream, or blueberry and vanilla at the American Colony Hotel, Faisal Husseini and Ornan Yekutieli displayed their national
flags metaphorically.
Alongside displays of national unity, cleavages within Israeli and Palestinian communities often subvert claims of unconditional unity. For example, tensions continue between dozens of Israeli ethnic groups loosely divided between
Middle Eastern and European communities, as do conflicts between Christian
and Muslim Palestinian communities. These narratives of blasphemy contradict
the discourses aimed at presenting unified fronts.
Music can be a powerful force in transgressing and occupying prohibited
territory. Like laundry, a soundscape often demarcates ethnic demographics in
Jerusalem. Yemeni, Kurdish, and Arabic vocal melisma reflect the Middle Eastern Jewish market of Mahane Yehuda and the surrounding neighborhood of
Nachlaot, while Russian-style folk songs and symphonic compositions are more
likely to be heard in Rehavia and the German Colony. During our research,
Middle Eastern tunes that had been excluded from the official Israeli airwaves
infiltrated not only these national channels, but also the realms of Israeli folk
dance.22 Christian Palestinians recompose the traditional Palm Sunday liturgy
with lyrics about the intifada sung in Arabic rather than Greek;23 Muhammad
Abu Jareer’s compositions (some calling for peace between Israelis and Palestinians) are sung by local sheiks as they cross the Allenby Bridge on their way to
hajj in Mecca.24
Shared Jerusalem: Terms of Engagement and Ethnographic Intersections

While we easily agreed on a program name, Jerusalem, Yerushalyim, Al Quds
(the terms for the city in English, transliterated Hebrew, and Arabic), the problem was how to depict this trinity of names graphically without hierarchical,
political connotations ordering signifies. And as a program outline emerged,
we found that terms that in Washington seemed to be the uncharged jargon of
Festival production had loaded connotations in Jerusalem.
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Language was often a land mine that brought irony and comic relief. Eyebrows were raised when a Smithsonian staff member referred to Palestinian
research partners as “collaborators,” a term with life-or-death consequences in
Jerusalem’s politically charged environment. When we discussed traditional
“occupations,” a Palestinian researcher asked, “May we bring the soldiers?”
Common Smithsonian design strategies also had unexpected overtones. For
example, Smithsonian staff understood the cost-effective white tents they used
for presentations as neutral spaces. Yet for both Palestinians and Israelis, such
tents triggered memories as refugees and survivors and were antithetical to the
stone edifices that characterize urban Jerusalem. With typical wit, one Palestinian researcher remarked, “This project is a conspiracy to resettle Palestinian
refugees on the National Mall.” An Israeli researcher responded, “We’ll make
an agreement with you! We’ll all go settle on the Mall in Washington together,
Israelis and Palestinians, and give the land back to nature.” Later, an Israeli official broke a tense moment of discomfort over the amount of territory allotted
for the Palestinian presentation by musically subverting a Woody Guthrie song.
His rendition—which theater director François Abu Salem called tragicomedy—went something like this: “This land is my land, their land is my land.”
Despite the national polarities that called for a site design with simultaneous
proximity and distance, the research itself was unearthing even more intriguing
boundary crossings. Israeli and Palestinian researchers working on parallel food
traditions and liturgy began to contact one another and share data that related
to “the other side.” While gathering research on Christian liturgy, one Palestinian researcher heard an Israeli television broadcast of Syrian Jewish music and
discovered that Syrian Jewish and Christian liturgies share melodic territory.
Elderly Arab and Jewish neighbors from pre-1948 Old City quarters shared
their stories of life under Ottoman and British rule. Even Jerusalem mayor
Teddy Kollek and unofficial Palestinian Jerusalem mayor Faisal Husseini contemplated sharing stories they learned from their grandparents, both at Festival
narrative sessions and at a Smithsonian Associates lecture series at the National
Museum of Natural History.
Generic, linguistic, and environmental intersections emerged as we studied the fieldwork findings. Palestinian and Israeli kitchens featured similar
stuffed and preserved dishes made with squash, cabbage, or olives. Older Jewish women in the West Jerusalem neighborhood of Katamon Vav preferred to
be interviewed in Arabic. Fieldwork reports included common tensions over
conserving limited water supplies. Fighting back the desert sands that infringed
upon courtyards and inner living spaces resulted in shared cleaning rituals.
The market cries at the now transformed Damascus Gate and Mahane Yehuda
shared resonance that crossed national lines.
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Throughout the whirlwind process of identifying and interviewing prospective Festival participants, the Israeli and Palestinian research teams never
met all together. Instead, we developed a fugue-like rhythm. I often shuttled
between Amiry’s and Hasan-Rokem’s homes to iron out technical, conceptual,
and political issues as they arose. It wasn’t that they did not want to meet more
often, it was simply a matter of the intensity of the workload. We hoped that the
unfolding fieldwork, documented in some two hundred audio- and videotaped
interviews, photographs, and field notes, might provide a cultural snapshot of
community-based traditions in Jerusalem, a record of ordinary life in extraordinary times in contemporary Jerusalem. This ethnography would then need to
be translated into a living Festival program in Washington, DC.
To Capture Jerusalem in Washington: From Ethnography to Production Realities

During the course of my extended stay, I had become an odd fixture in the
American Colony Hotel. While other guests met their official interlocutors in
private conference rooms that encircled the hotel’s inner garden, my room had
become a folklore site in itself. Hundreds of interview summaries, notes, cassettes, and videotapes were piled against the roughly hewn stone walls of my
spacious room in a peripheral building on the hotel’s majestic grounds. Breathless researchers knocked on my door at odd hours, carrying artifacts and unforgettable stories collected from cooks, olive wood and stone carvers, and ketubah
calligraphers. One young Palestinian researcher was almost arrested as he raced
to bring me a stone sample from near the Damascus Gate. Syrian Coptic hotel
clerks came by to chant from the Christmas liturgy during their lunch breaks.
My room had become an unconventional command central, and hotel staff
marveled at the endless stream of unlikely visitors. Hotel security guards, bellboys, and the gift shop proprietor invited me for coffee and shared stories. Even
the owner of the American Colony, Mrs. Valentine Vester, planned to attend the
Folklife Festival.25
As we contemplated the necessities of site maps and technical production,
the challenges intensified. Could we present the living cultural traditions of the
symbol-laden city of Jerusalem against the backdrop of symbol-laden Washington? Jerusalem and Washington both have official and iconic stature, while
also serving as home for disenfranchised communities. Could we challenge the
mythologies of Jerusalem without creating new ones in our representation in
Washington? Could we bring the tastes and tones, the light and stone of Jerusalem into Washington’s humid summer air and flat, grassy fields, surrounded by
the Washington Monument, the Capitol, and other federal buildings? Presentation spaces and photo blowups would help set the environment: coffeehouses
and courtyards, neighborhoods and gardens, suq and shuk markets, flapping
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As Hasan-Rokem, Amiry, and Horowitz respond to a blueprint draft of the Festival site, Richard
Kurin visually captures the conversation, creating this sketch on a napkin, 1993. Photo by and
courtesy of Amy Horowitz.

laundry draped across streets and sacred panoramas. We might only hint at
touch and sight, ironwork and textiles, balconies and windows, at the magnetic pull of ancient monuments. Details gleaned from research data became
symbolic and emotional indicators of place rather than place itself. Similarly,
examples of religious rituals and ceremonies would suggest, rather than enact,
the ceremonies themselves. Hebrew and Arabic would be represented on signs
and in musical performances. We might hint at congested Jerusalem markets
and alleys, since we could not replicate their crowded conditions.
Superseding all concerns was how to translate our research into a Festival
site design that would physically represent Israeli and Palestinian Jerusalems
on the National Mall. We would have to consider physical space, proximity, and
delineations for different communities that imagine Jerusalem quite differently.
We had to design a site that simultaneously portrayed enough of a connection
between East and West Jerusalem to represent the Israeli vision and enough
distance and autonomy to represent the Palestinian vision. The National Mall’s
rectangular grass plots are separated by wide pedestrian walkways that could
create more distance between East and West Jerusalem’s presentations than
actually exists in some parts of Jerusalem itself. The symbolic outlines of joint
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and autonomous spaces and the question of shared spaces and transitional
crossings required a creative blueprint.26
The process of transforming our ethnographic research required the involvement of Israeli municipal officials, for whom the prospect of equal sharing of
Jerusalem on the National Mall with their Palestinian adversaries was tantamount to metaphoric territorial concessions. At the same time, Palestinian officials had to swallow a nonautonomous proximity with their Israeli occupiers.
Visitors would flow between Palestinian and Israeli segments of an improvisational presentation without a wall such as the one demanded by Palestinian
participants at Ted Koppel’s 1988 Nightline town hall, broadcast on ABC.27
We devised a compromise based on creative ambiguity28 and created a transition between the Israeli and Palestinian presentations by using a row of triangular photo panels. These would provide the sense of separate spaces while
allowing for the public to move easily through the two segments of the program.
The photo installation would also allow us to mount a kaleidoscopic triptych
that could transport a visitor from East to West Jerusalem. This device seemed
to satisfy the contradictory needs for autonomy, connectivity, and spatial flow.
The Festival program began to take form in our minds. Despite the relentless
external factors that formed the backdrop for our research—stalled peace talks,
the Hamas deportation, and reciprocal outbreaks of violence—the project continued. The local research teams had overcome massive hurdles in less than one
year, and the Jerusalem participants—craftspeople, musicians, cooks, storytellers, liturgical practitioners, and community leaders—were ready. From nearly
two hundred interviews, we had identified one hundred people who could share
their skills and wisdom with Festival attendees. In the face of fears that Jerusalem held too much at stake to be represented, we had created a thought-provoking presentation.
We had completed our research and selected Jerusalemites to travel to Washington when I learned that CFCH’s fund-raising efforts were not going well.
The financial planning for the Jerusalem program was taking place outside the
sphere of our research efforts. As I mulled over the news with Hasan-Rokem
and Amiry, we understood that our research efforts rested on an increasingly
shaky foundation—not that the fund-raising imperative had been hidden, but
rather that the disjuncture between the fiscal realities in Washington and our
Jerusalem research now loomed large. We offered suggestions, such as a parallel
fund-raising team comprised of Jewish, Muslim, and Christian development
experts, with stronger connections to the Israel-Palestine context than CFCH
staff had. We asked whether “the Smithsonian” might allocate internal support
for our groundbreaking efforts. As fund-raising continued to falter back in
Washington, I received faxes and phone calls proposing that we substantially
prune back CFCH’s initial intentions.
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In February 1993, the first World Trade Center attack took place shortly before
Festival and CFCH directors Diana Parker and Richard Kurin were scheduled to
arrive in Jerusalem for the fieldwork review. I hoped that we would discuss the
fund-raising crisis in Washington face to face. Three days before the meetings,
the directors cancelled their trip, and within a month they sent alternate representatives. The Festival technical director and graphic designer arrived at the
end of February into a disillusioned environment, and they brought with them
a mandate for a greatly reduced program. Understandably, with five months
until the Festival, Amiry and Hasan-Rokem had difficulty re-envisioning their
massive efforts reduced to two white tents and three photo blowups foregrounded by ten Jerusalemites. To illustrate their frustration, Amiry employed
her architectural training to demonstrate the proposed scale for the three proposed photo blowups that would replace a major program developed through
Herculean research efforts and intended to occupy four plots of approximately
180 feet by 500 feet each on the National Mall. To describe the photo blowup
dimensions for images of the Dome of the Rock, the Western Wall, and the
Holy Sepulchre, Amiry calculated an area roughly equal to the vast lobby of the
American Colony Hotel.
Mixed Messages: Program Designs in the Shadow of Postponement

Despite unsuccessful fund-raising efforts in Washington, Kurin encouraged us
to continue our research efforts geared towards a full-scale program. Now the
end date was revised to be either 1993 or 1994. Because of the increasing probability that political concerns in the aftermath of the World Trade Center attack
(articulated as a discourse of funding shortages) would prevail or at least greatly
diminish the Jerusalem program’s scale, we searched even more intensely for a
minimalist means of transporting visitors in Washington to complex daily life
in Jerusalem.
But by the end of March 1993, funding obstacle loomed even larger. We
received a memo stating that if $400,000 were not raised in two weeks, the Jerusalem program would be postponed. The complex political underpinnings driving joint Israeli-Palestinian fund-raising efforts buckled at the same time that
economic recession in the United States and radical budget cuts to the Smithsonian shrank potential funding sources still more. In addition, there were
other political developments. The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
was set to open its doors in April, only months before the 1993 Festival. Also,
unbeknownst to us, secret meetings in Norway between Israelis and Palestinians that would lead to the Oslo Accords and the historic handshake between
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Chairman Yasser Arafat in September 1993
were taking place (some of our senior researchers may have been participants).
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Power brokers involved in these highly visible events may have been concerned
about a Jerusalem spectacle on the National Mall in which Israeli and Palestinian cultures were equally represented.
Nearly simultaneously, the Palestinian and Israeli teams accomplished their
research mission and transformed their findings into a blueprint for a living
presentation, and we received official notification from the CFCH director that
fund-raising in Washington had failed, mandating cancellation of the Jerusalem
program as part of the 1993 Festival. As CFCH pulled the plug, the disappointment among Israeli and Palestinian research team members and potential Festival participants, who had taken profound risks to accomplish their work, was
palpable.
Reflections: When Hindsight Is Still Not 20/20

In 1992, as curator of the Jerusalem program, my responsibilities entailed
scholarly research design and implementation. As a first-time curator with
barely eight months to traverse the distance between hiring Israeli and Palestinian research directors and the application of final touches to a onehundred-participant program, I was relieved that fund-raising duties and
discussions with congressional representatives and State Department officials
and other political interactions were the responsibility of senior staff members. In hindsight, I was naïve. As a political activist, I know that fund-raising
is always intricately political.
In March 1993, when we learned that funding shortages would likely cancel
our program, I began a process of self-examination. New to the Festival, might
I have misinterpreted CFCH’s unconditional support? In July 1992, Festival
and CFCH directors, as well as a Smithsonian assistant secretary, had traveled
to Jerusalem to preside over the “opening ceremony” for our effort. This visit
communicated an impression of institutional support to the Israeli and Palestinian teams. We had a budget to hire forty researchers to interview hundreds
of Jerusalemites and to design a conceptual program and physical site. Housing the project at the prestigious American Colony Hotel, where the highest
level of international cultural and political work takes place, signaled institutional resources. But video examples that the directors shared during our initial
research overview at the prestigious Tower of David Museum in the Old City
proved ambiguous. Footage of the 1985 Festival program on India—part of a
major nationwide celebration, with extensive funding and an extravagant site—
from the outset contributed to unrealistic expectations that overshadowed the
boilerplate program costs projected on fund-raising materials.
Amiry, Hasan-Rokem, and I became increasingly aware that our research,
launched at full throttle, lacked a sufficient financial foundation. A program
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focusing on a city that was, on one hand, the (not globally acknowledged) capital
of Israel and, on the other hand, the (not globally supported) future capital of the
stateless Palestinian people, made fund-raising contentious. In the case of Jerusalem, the question of contested nationhood and inadequate financing proved
a fatal combination. The Festival’s “no state flags” policy allowed the Jerusalem
research teams to remain equivocal about the facts. Palestinian East Jerusalem
was, according to US official state policy, occupied territory; while not flying the
Israeli flag was a matter of Festival policy, the PLO flag was deemed illegal by
Israel. While CFCH staff succeeded in raising approximately $50,000 from progressive organizations such as the Nathan Cummings Foundation, Mott Foundation, and Jerusalem Fund, Jewish and Muslim sources fell short.
I was caught between my official Smithsonian role and my ethical sense
that we had misrepresented the extent of Smithsonian support for the research
effort. Clearly the Center would have been on stronger ground had we initially
proposed a smaller program with secure funding, rather than raising expectations with the scale of the initial presentation at the Jerusalem orientation—
which had the flair of a presentation appropriate for a country whose cultural
ministry had signed on with several hundred thousand dollars. In the context
of the United States’ complex role in Israel-Palestine negotiations, our misstep
created a breach of trust.
I reviewed e-mails, notes, and orientation materials to discover when I had
misunderstood the message that CFCH leadership conveyed to me and to the
research teams. I found mixed messages. The leadership was genuinely enthusiastic and buy-in was real, yet while the research was supported, a boilerplate
budget with a million-dollar price tag did not seem real, given the short timeframe and complicated political climate. We had not discussed alternative plans
in our initial meetings: for example, deciding that at a certain date we would
scale back to fifty participants if we had raised only a defined amount of money.
Instead, the Jerusalem-based research teams were quite suddenly presented with
the choice of scaling back to ten participants or postponing until 1994. Amiry,
Hasan-Rokem, and I chose to postpone, although we were given no assurance
that CFCH would find a way to support the Jerusalem program the next year.
I believe that one of the institutional flaws that created (then dashed) expectations was that CFCH leadership shared only piecemeal budget information—for example, the individual contract information for researchers. When
there is a best-scenario budget, lacking a working budget and worst-scenario
alternative plan, the curator is less effective in oversight duties. This flaw results
in an oversight process that is theoretical rather than grounded in practice and
rooted in fiscal reality. Thus the Smithsonian representative on the ground
(especially on disputed ground) is left betwixt and between—on the one hand,
the responsible representative of the Smithsonian; on the other hand, lacking
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the knowledge or authority to speak definitively on anything but the nuts and
bolts of the research process.
The intense momentum of the Jerusalem program had screeched to a sudden halt. After surveying the mounds of research that filled my room, smelling
the flowers in the hotel’s back garden, and sharing one last coffee with Mrs.
Vesper, it was time to go back to Washington. In the end, the Jerusalem program occupied several pages in the 1993 Festival program book as a research
report, and a congratulatory mention in Secretary Adams’s introductory message (Horowitz 1993; Adams 1993). My dissertation, put on hold to make way
for this project, proved easier to complete than the Jerusalem program, and I
received my doctorate in December 1994. I tried for an upbeat spin rather than
an epilogue—the Jerusalem program was postponed but not cancelled. Instead
of “next year in Jerusalem,” we could long, eternally, for Jerusalem (next year) in
Washington.

Part II: The Afterbirth: From the Jerusalem Program to
“Living Jerusalem” (Eventually)
The Czech Republic Program, the Jerusalem Program Mop-up, a Book,
and a Video Documentary

CFCH’s culture is based on multitasking, and although multitasking allows for
an impressive array of accomplishments, the quality of the work can suffer. Back
at the Smithsonian, I was reassigned multiple responsibilities with pressing
deadlines, in addition to the complex task of tying up the Jerusalem program’s
frayed ends. My main assignment as Czech Republic Festival program curator
came as a surprise—Central Europe was outside my scholarly area. The contrast
between the Jerusalem program and curating a program with secure financial
backing from a sovereign state was dramatic. I then realized that most Festival
programs are scheduled after funding is in place. I also learned that while the
Festival foregrounds a nation’s folk rather than flag or other state symbols, it is
most often a nation’s ministry of culture that both bankrolls and supervises the
conceptual frame of the presentation.
Shell-shocked from the sudden switch in gears, I managed to cobble together
my new assignments. In addition to my curatorial responsibilities for the Czech
Republic program, I organized hundreds of pages and cassette recordings from
the Jerusalem research into an archive that we shipped to the Hebrew University and Birzeit University, sorted out dozens of outstanding Jerusalem contract issues, and began editing a book based on the Jerusalem research. Within
a month, I was also executive producing a documentary film based on the
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Jerusalem program research. When Irena Kortová, my assistant Czech Republic
curator, pulled me aside to complain about my divided attention, I shared with
her the extent of my responsibilities and the story of the Jerusalem program.
Our friendship blossomed from that point on.
From National Mall to Magnetic Tape: Jerusalem: Gates to the City, the Video
Documentary

As I moved forward with the Czech Republic program, we informed the Cummings Foundation and Mott Foundation that the Jerusalem program was cancelled. The program officers offered to reallocate the funds for a Jerusalem-based
documentary video. They were willing to extend the deadline, but the timing was
tight. Hastily, along with a colleague at Microsoft, David Schoenbach, I developed a proposal, script, and treatment for a thirty-minute video documentary
that would transfer our attempt to share space on the National Mall to magnetic
tape. Both foundations approved our concept, and we had $55,000 to produce
the documentary film in one year. I shuttled between Prague and Jerusalem,
simultaneously creating the Czech Republic program and a video documentary.
Amiry and Hasan-Rokem, weary from the strain of the Jerusalem program,
assigned two senior researchers from their teams, Tamar Alexander and Vera
Tamari, to head the film research. Despite our small budget, I managed to catch
the attention of Israeli and Palestinian film and theater directors; George Khleifi
and François Abu Salem agreed to produce and direct the Palestinian segment,
and Dani Waschmann and Avital Canaan produced and directed the Israeli segment. We transferred the parallel and self-determined Israeli and Palestinian
team approach from the Jerusalem program research to the video production
process. Though the full teams never met together, directors Waschmann and
Abu Salem met twice to hash out political parameters and decide which segments would open and close the film, and how they would transition between
Israeli and Palestinian Jerusalem narratives.
With the 1995 Czech Republic program successfully completed, I headed to
Jerusalem to continue work on the video documentary. In the course of filming,
a huge Israeli peace rally was organized in Tel Aviv on November 4, 1995. Unable
to compete with this massive media event for camera rentals and videographers,
many team members headed over to join the protest. Itzhak Rabin was assassinated immediately after leading the crowd in the Hebrew peace anthem, “Shir
le Shalom” (“Song for Peace”). The blood-soaked lyrics were later found in his
shirt pocket. Only days before, Waschmann and his crew had taped Yankele
Rotblit (composer of the song) for the Israeli segment of the documentary.
I had a new assignment: assistant director for Smithsonian Folkways Recordings. With a documentary film in the can, I headed back to Washington to
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work on the Jerusalem book, create subtitles for the film, and assume my new
position. The video documentary, Jerusalem: Gates to the City, was released in
1996 and shown on college campuses and aired on PBS stations. Distributed
by Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, the documentary is still available upon
request in VHS format.29
Over the two next years, the Jerusalem book project took a back seat, as I
became a mother and supervised seventy CD releases as assistant and then acting director of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings. I traveled to CBS in New York
and succeeded in securing elusive permissions from Sony/Columbia Records to
reissue Harry Smith’s influential Anthology of American Folk Music, for which
Jeff Place, Pete Reiniger, and I were awarded co-producer GRAMMYs. My time
at Smithsonian Folkways was rocky, but I am especially proud of producing and
reissuing recordings of Bernice Johnson Reagon and Toshi Reagon (Kindness,
Give Your Hands to Struggle, Voices of the Civil Rights Movement, and Wade
in the Water), adding contemporary African American women’s voices to the
catalog. In between supervising and producing CDs and producing Folkways’
fiftieth anniversary concert at Carnegie Hall, I worked with Galit Hasan-Rokem
and Salim Tamari to transform texts originally earmarked as Festival signage
into a book project. With every passing year, the expanded Festival signage
seemed less viable as a book that could represent Jerusalem.
The Sacred Sounds Program and the Jerusalem Program’s Liturgical Practitioners

In 1997, James Early, the former Smithsonian assistant secretary who had traveled to Jerusalem to initiate our research in 1992, approached me in his current
role as curator of the Sacred Sounds Festival program. Early envisioned highlighting Jerusalem’s Muslim and Jewish liturgical practices and asked me to assist
with this segment of the program. Drawing on our research from 1993, and with
the help of Amnon Shiloah, a scholar of Muslim and Jewish music who was
fluent in Arabic and Hebrew, it was easy for us to create a program. A delegation of Palestinian Muslim sheiks, Israeli Jewish cantors, and a Yemini Israeli
woman lamenter traveled together to Washington, where they presented sacred
traditions and clandestinely broke bread together. Although they had dutifully
ordered kosher and halal meals, they quickly tired of the monotonous fare we
provided and found more interesting food at the South African food tent.
It is not surprising that the Jerusalem program participants who made it to
the Festival were religious practitioners. Within a sacred frame, keffiyeh headscarves worn by Palestinian Muslim Qur’an reciters signified ethnicity. While
Jerusalem’s sheiks, cantors, and funeral lamenters slipped under radar screens
that summer, 1998 marked Israel’s fiftieth anniversary as a modern state. In
January, the Smithsonian cancelled a Smithsonian Associates/New Israel Fund
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(Left to right) Amy Horowitz, Al-Quds University Centre for Jerusalem Studies director Huda
Imam, and Galit Hasan-Rokem meet in the American Colony Hotel garden to map out the
question of proximity and distance in planning participation of Jerusalem-based students in the
Living Jerusalem course, 2006. Photo by American Colony Hotel staff member, used with permission from Roadwork: Center for Cultures in Disputed Territory.

lecture series aimed at “examining [Israel’s] accomplishments, failures, and
future challenges.” The series featured both Israeli and Palestinian speakers and
was allegedly cancelled due to congressional and media pressure. I have often
wondered whether or not the lecture series we planned to coincide with the
1993 Festival—for which Teddy Kollek and Faisal Huesseni had considered presenting—contributed to the cancellation of the Jerusalem program.
From Public Sector to Academia: Jerusalem at The Ohio State University

During 1998 and 1999, I coordinated the Smithsonian-UNESCO conference on
Intangible Cultural Heritage. I then headed for a fellowship at the University
of Pennsylvania’s Center for Advanced Judaic Studies before continuing on to
Ohio State University (OSU). I arrived in Columbus shortly before September
11, 2001. The Jerusalem program had never truly “ended,” and the semantics of
postponement rather than cancellation created an unanticipated afterlife. By
2002, the Jerusalem program that was never actualized in real time and space
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on its intended Washington site was resituated in academia—and from there, in
time, back onto the streets of Jerusalem. Academia provided a familiar location
for the Israeli and Palestinian researchers who had led the original fieldwork in
Jerusalem. The research archive was already in use at the Hebrew University’s
folklore program and the Ramallah-based NGO RIWAQ, the center for Palestinian vernacular architecture founded by Suad Amiry.30
My first step in considering the future of the Jerusalem program at OSU was
to check in with Amiry and Hasan-Rokem. By 2001, Amiry was deeply involved
in RIWAQ, speaking engagements, and writing projects. She turned the leadership of the Jerusalem program over to Salim Tamari. Tamari, Hasan-Rokem,
and I discussed scenarios at Middle East Studies Association and American
Folklore Society conferences. When Tamari and Hasan-Rokem received fellowships at Berkeley in 2004, we developed an OSU working conference proposal
to jump-start our stalled book manuscript and brainstorm the Jerusalem program’s afterlife.
“Jerusalem: Cultures and Communities in Contention”: The Working Conference

Support at OSU for the working conference, entitled “Jerusalem: Cultures and
Communities in Contention,” was impressive. I received a generous grant from
the university’s Mershon Center for International Security Studies, with support from the center’s director, Richard Hermann. Other university centers also
provided support. Provost Jacqueline J. Royster presided; OSU’s Outreach and
Engagement program funded a local community effort; and with Amy Shuman,
director of the Center for Folklife Studies, we created “Peace, Shalom, Salaam,” a
fifth grade-level Muslim, Jewish, and Christian school project in which students
documented (using disposable cameras and note cards) what was “cool” about
their schools and then guided visiting students. The three-day school tours culminated in an awards ceremony with a kosher meal at Sunrise Academy, the
local Muslim day school. The Battelle Corporation awarded a generous grant
that allowed us to explore the impact of virtual technologies on teaching about
Jerusalem. With Battelle’s support, one central focus of the working conference was to design an undergraduate international studies course based on the
(still not formally cancelled) Jerusalem program. Center directors—including
Amy Shuman, Chris Zacher at the Humanities Institute, Tamar Rudavsky at
the Melton Center for Jewish Studies, Alam Payind at the Middle East Studies Center, Anthony Mughan at the International Studies Program, and Diane
Birckbichler at the Center for Languages, Literatures and Cultures—were key
supporters of the Jerusalem program’s new academic home, providing funding
and visibility on campus and in the local community. Jerry Ladman, head of the
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Ohio State University students meet with Salim Tamari in 2008 after having read articles on
music and healing during Jerusalem’s Ottoman period. Videoconferencing is a central feature of
the Living Jerusalem: Ethnography and Blog-bridging in Disputed Territory course. Salim was a
senior member of the Palestinian research team in 1992 and later became the Palestinian director of the Living Jerusalem project. He always surprises the students during videoconferences.
One year he appeared with a Cuban cigar sitting under a “no smoking” sign at Birzeit University.
Photo by and courtesy of Sujan Mandahar.

Office of International Affairs, even suggested that we produce the Jerusalem
program as a festival on the OSU campus.
At our OSU working conference in 2006, we reconsidered our stalled and by
then stale book manuscript. The Jerusalem we had captured in the early 1990s
was long gone, and we questioned the relevance of this hybrid publication,
which had been a consolation prize for the cancelled Festival program. In addition, some of the essays we had originally commissioned had been reworked
and published in other anthologies. Energized by the challenge and potential
for teaching about geographical conflict in a post-geographical web location,
we created a rationale for an undergraduate course at OSU, Al-Quds University,
and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, as well as an OSU-sponsored Jerusalem study tour.
Tamari brought Issam Nassar—and Hasan-Rokem brought Vered Madar—
into the mix. Nassar and Madar were two young, Internet-savvy scholars new
to the Jerusalem program. We invited James Early, by then CFCH cultural heritage policy director, together with folklorist Peter Seitel, from the Smithsonian.
And with Provost Jaime Kapitulnik, of the Hebrew University Rothberg School,
and Vice President for External Affairs Zakaria al-Qaq, of Al-Quds University,
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attending the conference, we were authorized to put a plan in motion. In a moving testimony, Kaputnik and al-Qaq, whose universities have no official relationship, noted that it took traveling to Ohio for them to meet face-to-face.
In contrast to the careful “cultural” parameters of the Jerusalem program
under Smithsonian auspices, at OSU in the early 2000s we were able to situate
the university course and the study tour at the confluence of multiple and irresolvable Jerusalems—locations of exploded buses, checkpoints, separation barriers, falafel stands, schools, parks, homeless tents, LGBTQ centers, congested
urban areas, and sanctified soundscapes that comingled in the airwaves. We
created an interdisciplinary approach in which multiple contemporary Jerusalems are juxtaposed with ethereal and historical Jerusalems and then screened
against the exported, appropriated, fabricated Jerusalems that occupy local
spaces in the far corners of the globe as church names and directions of prayer,
as night journeys and sites of national capital.
During the course, students meet in videoconferences and blogs to reflect
on readings and current events. The course readings are housed in a class blog,
an environment created and maintained by students. We aim for transparency,
acknowledging our stance against the Israeli occupation, and students meet
academics and activists who are engaged in scholarly and community work
toward a just peace. We present a complex Jerusalem, always out of reach and
yet not intangible, situated but also constantly shifting—its ambiguity characterized not only by the encroaching municipal boundaries of the Israeli capital
into the villages and olive groves of the West Bank, but also by the elusive reach
of the peace activists and resolution negotiators.
Parallel self-determination and equally portioned representation are lived
on the ground during face-to-face encounters in Jerusalem that take place on
student study tours. The structure of the tours normalizes and transgresses the
model we have built. The power of the political asymmetries, as well as the unexpected and equally powerful border transgressions between Israel and Palestine,
make it impossible for even the most deeply entrenched participants to resist
stepping out of the comfort zones of their personal beliefs. When Muslim students are detained for hours at passport control at Ben Gurion Airport and Jewish students are welcomed home, each group is acutely aware of the position
of the other. How does it feel to the Jewish students to walk through security,
while their classmates remain behind? The students reach across the divide, realizing the pain of inequities. Later in the tour, as Iraqi Jerusalemite Jews welcome
the students to Sabbath dinner in Arabic, students call their parents in Amman,
and the phone is passed around. Israeli and Palestinian musicians in Palestinian
Jerusalem meet across the land mines—not that their songs will erase the divide,
but they do create an alternative aesthetic and political possibility.
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Muslim, Jewish, and Christian students from Ohio State University and Palestinian students
from Al-Quds University pose together outside the Hebrew University of Jerusalem during the
2007 Living Jerusalem study tour. Photo by and courtesy of Amy Horowitz.

With the study tour, the Jerusalem program takes flight from its unrealized
representation on the National Mall in Washington, and is actualized in streets,
alleyways, kitchens, checkpoints, markets, and holy sites of Jerusalem. Original
research team members provide lectures, guided tours, conflict negotiation sessions, and home-cooked meals that are designed to highlight the topics presented in the course. Students encounter the physical city and participate in
face-to-face meetings with their Israeli and Palestinian peers. They experience
attempts at imagining a shared Jerusalem that continue alongside the ongoing erosion of Palestinian East Jerusalem through increasing house demolitions
and seizures.31 As students witness multiple lived Jerusalems, critical thinking
and questioning of deeply held views are possible. While around every corner
an ancient Roman arch beckons, the tour foregrounds the young woman, grocery basket in hand, as she leans against it. As students take in the scene and
read Yehuda Amichai’s poem, she quickly texts her wife to let her know she’s
running late.
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Conclusion: In-Conclusive and Ongoing
Looking back over the past two decades, our rhetorical, imaginary, and political
inquiry revolves around the practice of sharing Jerusalem. In practice we imagine equalization of asymmetrical relationships that exist on the ground. Building
vocabularies—visual, spatial, etymological, literary—requires acknowledging
that in conflict-occupied zones like Jerusalem, neutral words, spaces, and even
intentions do not exist. The exercise of practicing equalized shared space is what
educator/philosopher Paolo Freire (in 1968) called dialogic learning.32 The Jerusalem program in the early 1990s adopted a dialogic co-learning process. We
rehearsed symmetrically shared space on the National Mall in Washington, a
rehearsal that required participants to assume the role of compassionate listeners who still held to the center of their own—not necessarily shared—blueprint
for Jerusalem. Attempts to create a shared spatial vocabulary—much less shared
space—are always fraught with complications. “Disputed territory,” a concept
that I have used for many years, has recently been called into question by Palestinian partners who propose the term “occupied territory.”
Since the early 1990s, the Jerusalem program and then “Living Jerusalem”
have aimed to investigate and represent the multiple dimensions of this complex urban space through an evolving series of iterations:
1. The Jerusalem Program (1992–94)—research and design for a Smithsonian Folklife Festival program
2. Jerusalem: Gates to the City (1994–96)—a video documentary
3. “Living Jerusalem: Cultural Life in the 1990s”—an anthology
4. “Living Jerusalem: Ethnography and Blog-Bridging in Disputed Territory”—web- and blog-based undergraduate university courses in Ohio,
Indiana, and Palestinian and Israeli Jerusalem
5. “Living Jerusalem OSU Mini-Study Tour in Palestinian and Israeli
Jerusalem”
The first phase, the Jerusalem program, focused on exporting selected traditions and their bearers to the Smithsonian Folklife Festival in Washington, DC.
To this end, a methodology of research in disputed territory was operationalized in the formation of two self-determined and parallel research teams, one
Israeli and one Palestinian, within a rubric designed in Washington and challenged, modified, and reshaped in Jerusalem.
The second phase, Jerusalem: Gates to the City, a thirty-three-minute video
documentary, drew on and extended the ethnographic findings collected for
the Festival. The project followed the methodological rubric of parallel, selfdetermined Israeli and Palestinian teams, consisting of research directors, video
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Originally, Palestinian m’tabbak baker Zalatimo’ and Israeli challah baker Motti Lender were
scheduled to participate in the 1993 Festival. Their images were repurposed for the OSU working
conference in 2006. Sharing space on a poster also required negotiation as to how to represent
the proximity and distance of their respective food crafts. Photo courtesy Living Jerusalem project archives, used with permission from Roadwork: Center for Cultures in Disputed Territory.

directors, editors, and camerapersons each charged with transforming a vast
ethnography into the space of fifteen minutes of magnetic tape.
The third iteration, “Living Jerusalem: Cultural Life in the 1990s,” is a “work
in progress” anthology consisting of essays expanding texts intended as signage
and program book articles for the unrealized Festival.
The fourth embodiment, “Living Jerusalem: Ethnography and Blog-Bridging
in Disputed Territory,” is a university course with shared, sometimes dueling—
and often dual—readings (in English) on historical, political, literary, artistic,
archeological, and ethnographic perspectives on Jerusalem.
The fifth iteration, the OSU Living Jerusalem Mini-Study Tour, features symmetrical study with Palestinian and Israeli faculty, artists, and activists. The tour
involves a relentless journey through multiple Jerusalems, at times including
multiple visits to the same sites—but with conflicting narratives.
In conclusion, I call upon social geographer Marie Cieri’s notion of irresolvable geographies to challenge the temporary equalization of asymmetries
narrated in this chapter. Is our dislocation and relocation of Jerusalem—first
envisioned on the National Mall, then on equally apportioned videotape, next
on equivalent pages of an anthology, then in a balanced course syllabus, and
finally on a proportionately designed itinerary of a student tour, a disruption of
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the asymmetry that exists in daily life—a disruption that challenges the inequities? Or does our attempt gloss, normalize, and obscure the unequal realities
of everyday life? Such exercises in temporary equalization of asymmetries are
not a static endpoint or an answer, but they may serve as a curriculum of new
imaginaries.
The thing about creating temporary symmetry is that it works like an imaginary—principals can strategically deploy this artificially induced symmetry to
cover up existing asymmetries, to present asymmetry as innocent, or to present
the symmetrical imaginary in an explicit way as a model for the real. Temporary
symmetry is agile, capable of turning different faces to its audiences to bring
about various effects. Sometimes it protects negotiators who can use it to speak
as if instead of holding the line in a negotiation. Sometimes it opens up an alternate reality as a possibility, a model for action. It spins, obtrudes, and retracts,
unfolds a new facet—gracefully, engagingly. Perceivers can dip their toes in or
swallow it whole. Its particular virtue is not only the bold idea it puts forward,
but also the richness of the idea’s development in the imaginary. That it achieves
such complexity, that it appeals across so many divides, that it proves so sturdy,
that it both offers and investigates a new political order is itself part of the rhetoric of persuasion. One could say, “look at this,” and tell the story of the Jerusalem
program and “Living Jerusalem” without having to make any argument at all.
And a viewer could say, “I will look.” And she could, without prejudice, look.
And instead of thinking out the political steps that might realign the asymmetry, she can think about it in terms of harmonies and dissonances. If imagined
symmetry offers anything to the political, it offers to set free the sheer range of
its possibilities. Creating temporary symmetry works like an imaginary: It is
neither rehearsal nor release, but something more like speculation, investigation, and hope.
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